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We demonstrate temporally controlled modulation of cold antihydrogen production by periodic RF
heating of a positron plasma during antiproton-positron mixing in a Penning trap. Our observations have
established a pulsed source of atomic antimatter, with a rise time of about 1 s, and a pulse length ranging
from 3 to 100 s. Time-sensitive antihydrogen detection and positron plasma diagnostics, both capabilities
of the ATHENA apparatus, allowed detailed studies of the pulsing behavior, which in turn gave
information on the dependence of the antihydrogen production process on the positron temperature T.
Our data are consistent with power law scaling T!1:1"0:5 for the production rate in the high temperature
regime from #100 meV up to 1.5 eV. This is not in accord with the behavior accepted for conventional
three-body recombination.
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Antihydrogen ( !H), a bound state of an antiproton ( !p) and
a positron (e$), is the simplest form of atomic antimatter,
and as such is an excellent system for probing the funda-
mental symmetries between matter and antimatter.
Following the production of slow antihydrogen by the
ATHENA [1] and ATRAP [2] experiments, a new field of
cold antiatom studies is emerging.

We have shown previously [1,3] that !H can be produced
continuously for up to 180 s by mixing cold plasmas of !p
and e$. In this letter, we demonstrate temporally con-
trolled production of !H by applying a modulated RF field
to heat the e$ plasma. Our observations establish a pulsed
source of cold !H atoms, with a rise time of about 1 s and
pulse lengths ranging from 3 s to 100 s. We note that
temporal control of recombination via modulation of col-
lision energies has previously been used to elucidate as-
pects of recombination physics [4].

We also report detailed studies of the temperature de-
pendence of !H formation, utilizing the pulsed !H signal.
Optimizing !p-e$ recombination is important for realiza-
tion of the ambitious goal of !H trapping [5], but a thorough
quantitative understanding of the process has yet to
emerge, despite on-going theoretical efforts: see, e.g.,
[6–12]. We have developed a novel method of monitoring
!H production during the synchrotron cooling of the e$

plasma. Our data probe the previously unexplored plasma
temperature range up to 1.5 eV, and suggest power law
scaling of antihydrogen formation that deviates substan-
tially from that assumed for conventional three-body
recombination.

The ATHENA antihydrogen apparatus [13], located at
the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) facility at CERN, con-
sisted of several modular components, including !p and
mixing traps (both held at 15 K in a 3 T solenoid field),
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the e$ accumulator [14], a Si vertex detector [15,16],
external detectors [17] and the associated control systems.

A few times 107 !p, obtained at 5.3 MeV from the AD,
are slowed by degrader foils to <5 keV, and about 104 are
captured in the !p trap. After being sympathetically cooled
with preloaded cold electrons [18], the !p are moved to the
mixing trap. Positrons are accumulated in a Surko-type
nitrogen buffer gas trap [19] and transferred using a pulsed
electric field into the mixing region [14]. Typically 104 !p
and around 5% 107 e$ are mixed by injecting the former
into the e$ plasma in a nested potential well configuration
[20]. Our e$ plasma had a typical density of a few
%108 cm!3, and a length of 3 cm. When an !H atom is
formed, it may escape the electromagnetic confinement of
the Penning trap and annihilate on collision with the trap
wall. Such events are detected by a position sensitive
imaging detector [15]; the positions of !p annihilations
(vertices) are determined by tracking the trajectories of
the charged products (mostly pions) using the Si vertex
detector [16], while 511 keV ! rays from e$ annihilations
are detected by segmented CsI crystals. The detection
system allows time-dependent determination of !H produc-
tion [3]. It is this ability, coupled with the real-time plasma
temperature control and diagnosis techniques developed in
[21], that enabled the detailed studies reported here. Note
that we detect here only !H atoms that survive ionization
from the ambient electric fields to reach the trap walls.

In our previous studies [1,3,22], !H formation could be
suppressed by continuously heating the e$ plasma with RF
tuned to the dipole plasma modes [21]. The e$ temperature

could also be modulated by applying periodic RF, with the
plasma temperature returning rapidly (after #1 s) to the
base temperature when the heating was turned off [21]. In
Fig. 1, we demonstrate that !H formation can be modulated
by applying such periodic heating to the e$ plasma.

Figure 1(a) displays the time and axial position distri-
butions of !p annihilation vertices in which the RF was
applied with a square wave modulation with a 15 s off–15 s
on cycle. In Fig. 1(b) the RF modulation is applied with the
opposite phase. In both cases, the annihilation events are
dramatically suppressed, within a time &100 ms after the
RF was turned on. The annihilations recovered within a
few seconds once the RF was turned off, as the e$ tem-
perature return to base (see below). The RF-off vertex
position distributions (see Fig. 1, lower panel) are consis-
tent with !H production [3,23], while those for RF-on
suggest annihilations dominantly on residual gas, or pos-
sibly trapped ions [24]. The accompanying angular distri-
bution of 511 keV ! rays gave a well-established signature
for simultaneous annihilations of !p and e$ [1,3]. We have
also demonstrated !H production with modulation periods
ranging from 3 to 100 s.

In order to understand the temporal behavior of the !H
modulation, we consider a simple model as follows: turn-
ing on the RF heats the e$ plasma by "T, immediately
suppressing !H production. When the RF is turned off, the
e$ plasma self-cools via emission of synchrotron radiation
with a time constant "e # 0:5 s to the equilibrium tem-
perature T0, with !H formation recovering with a similar
time constant. If the temperature evolution of the e$
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FIG. 1 (color). Spatial and temporal
distributions of !p annihilations during
the modulated RF heating of the e$

plasma, illustrating modulated !H produc-
tion. (a) Heat on-off, and (b) off-on
cycles. In the upper panels the heat off
period is shaded.
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plasma is known, the temperature dependence of !H for-
mation can be deduced, which in turn provides information
on !H formation dynamics in a nested trap.

We quantitatively test this model, focusing on the on-
set of antihydrogen production upon turning the heating
off. The e$ cooling time "e at B & 3 T can be calculated
from [25]: "e & 0:43 s. Experimental measurements,
however, are reported to give higher values than this esti-
mate [25,26]. Given the importance of this parameter in
our later fits, we determine this cooling rate via analysis
of the quadrupole plasma modes frequency f in offline
(e$-only) measurements, based on the method reported in
[21]. The e$ are heated by applying modulated RF with a
5 s on—5 s off cycle. According to the cold fluid model
[27,28], "T is proportional to f2 ! f20 where f0 is the
equilibrium value. The evolution of the modes frequency
after RF removal, f't(, can be fitted to: f't(2 &
#"T exp'!t="e( $ f20, to extract "e and f0. The constant
# is uncalibrated for these measurements, but is not used
for the determination of "e (# will be calibrated for the "T
measurements below). Figure 2 illustrates the exponential
nature of the plasma temperature evolution, where f2't( !
f20 is plotted for 3 different initial heating amplitudes. From
the data, we obtain "e of 0.42 s (for an RF amplitude of
5 mV), 0.50 s (13 mV), and 0.52 s (25 mV), giving an
average of "e & 0:48" 0:05 s. A possible systematic shift
of "e with the heating amplitude is included in our
uncertainty.

We now present a series of !H modulation data, with an
RF modulation cycle of 5 s off–3 s on. Seven periods of the
on-to-off transition occurring during the 70 s mixing time
were summed over typically 10 mixing cycles for each
initial temperature, such that about 70 transitions per data
set were used for the analysis. We consider here the anni-

hilation rate from the detector trigger signal, rather than the
reconstructed vertex rate. The former has negligible dead
time compared to the latter (at the cost of having no
position information), and hence can provide more accu-
rate time information. In Fig. 3 annihilation time distribu-
tions are shown for (a) "T & 870 meV (error bars), and
(b) 270, 400, 870, 1150, and 1470 meV (histograms). "T is
obtained from the modes measurements [21], with # now
calibrated using the resonance line shape to give the abso-
lute temperature increase.

In order to fit these data, a temperature power scaling of
the production rate, i.e. R !H'T( / T!P, has been assumed,
where T is the e$ temperature. Assuming that the disap-
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FIG. 3 (color). Onset of !H production upon heat off at t & 0.
(a) The data with "T & 870 meV (error bars). Green curve: the
e$ temperature evolution with "e & 0:48 s. Red curve: a repre-
sentative fit to Eq. (1), giving R !H / T!1:2. Dashed red curve:
exponential fit. Blue: the case with R !H / T!4:5. (b) The data and
representative fits for different "T. Fit time windows (indicated
by solid curves) were set with Tlow & 1 meV (see text). The data
sets (which are vertically displaced for clarity) were taken with
between 0:7–1:6% 105 !p.
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FIG. 2 (color). Measurements of e$ plasma cooling time.
Plotted are f't(2 ! f20 (proportional to "T) versus time after
RF removal. RF amplitudes of 25 mV (red), 13 mV (green), and
5 mV (black) were applied.
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pearance of the !p is dominated by !H production over the
time scale of interest (< a few seconds), the observed !p
annihilation rate $'t( can be written as

 $'t( & A
!
"T exp

"
! t

"e

#
$ T0

$!P
$ Bk; (1)

for t > 0, and $'t( & A)"T $ T0*!P $ Bk for t < 0. T0
(base temperature), A (normalization) and Bk (back-
ground), as well as P, are the fit parameters. In this model,
in the limit of T0 ! 0 and no background, the slope of the
onset of !H production in a logarithmic plot represents the
power scaling P. Our data show indications of such scal-
ing, especially at intermediate time where the effects of T0
and Bk are small. Increasing "T results in delayed onset of
!H production as expected, since it takes longer for the e$

plasma to cool down.
Representative fits are illustrated by the curves in Fig. 3.

The red curve in (a) is a fit to the "T & 870 meV data,
resulting in the scaling P & 1:2" 0:2, and an effective
base temperature of T0 & 180" 50 K, where the errors
are statistical only. The green curve shows the e$ tempera-
ture evolution, where T0 is taken from the fit above. The
blue curve is the case where the conventional three-body
recombination scaling P & 4:5 [6] is assumed. Here the
onset of the !H production would be much delayed, a
scenario which is clearly incompatible with the data.
Similar fits to the data with different "T are given in curves
in Fig. 3(b). The fit time windows (indicated with solid
curves) were taken to be !2< t < !"e ln'"T=Tlow(" s,
where the effective low temperature cut off Tlow is set to
1 meV here.

We observe that the fitted base temperatures T0 obtained
are typically higher than the nominal trap temperature of
15 K. In our model [Eq. (1)], deviation from power scaling
at low temperatures as implied by [22], would be ac-
counted for by a higher value of T0 [29]. In order to avoid
the influence of the possible nonpower scaling at low
temperatures, we make alternative fits, limited to the
high temperature region, assuming the form: $'t( &
A)"T exp'!t="e(*!P $ Bk, for t > 0. An example of
such fit is depicted as Exp fit in Fig. 3(a), giving P & 0:8"
0:2 with Tlow & 35 meV.

Figure 4 illustrates consistency of the derived scaling
parameters over the range of "T (a), and over the 70 s
mixing time (b). The emphasis here is on the relative
consistency among the data, as the absolute value of P
may shift due to the input parameters. In both figures, the
standard fits and the exponential fits are compared.

Given the simplicity of our model, overall agreement
with the data is very good. We have carefully investigated
systematic uncertainties by performing a number of fits by
varying, e.g., "e, and Tlow. The exponential fits tend to give
slightly lower P than the standard fits.

Taking into account these systematic effects, we obtain
the scaling parameter of P & 1:1" 0:5, i.e., R !H /
T!1:1"0:5. The result is consistent with our earlier continu-
ous heating measurements [22], but the present work sub-
stantially extends the measurements in the 100 meV to
1.5 eV range, and provides evidence for the power law
behavior at these temperatures. Since the full range of the
temperatures is probed during a single pulsing cycle, the
present method should be less sensitive to some of the
possible systematics, such as normalization errors.
However, our determination of P is highly correlated
with "e, and hence relies on the validity of the plasma
model [27] used to extract it.

Because of the high rate of !H production [3], three-body
recombination [6] is considered to be dominant in our
experiment. However, our observed scaling is not consis-
tent with the theoretical prediction of R !H / T!4:5 [6],
which pertains for thermal equilibrium in an infinite
plasma [30]. Deviation from this scaling can be qualita-
tively explained by the finite size of the e$ plasma, for
which nonequilibrium processes are important [8]. Such
processes can produce !H with larger velocities [10,23],
which in turn has implications for its trapping in a mag-
netic trap [5]. Calculations in Ref. [8] suggest P# 1:4
between 15 and 30 K, though extrapolation of this to the
eV region requires caution. On the other hand, the consis-
tency in Fig. 4(b) implies, within our experimental sensi-
tivity, that the mechanism responsible for !H formation does
not change over the time scale of 10 to 70 s in these
experimental conditions. While the quantum state of the
produced !H and its subsequent cascades is a subject of on-
going studies, a significant fraction of the produced !H
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are statistical only.
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seems to reach deeper binding states in times shorter than
our typical pulsing time [7,10,11]. Note that although the
observed rise time of #1 s is rather modest, it could be
reduced with a higher B field, since "e scales scale as 1=B2.

Finally, we remark on the possible applications of modu-
lated !H production. First, the temperature scaling analysis
reported here can be extended to a variety of plasma and
field conditions, including nonuniform B fields that are of
interest for !H trapping [5]. Second, temporal modulation
can be used as a corroborating signature for !H produc-
tion in future experiments where standard direct detection
may be difficult [31]. Third, it can be applied to low-yield
and/or low-duty-cycle measurements, such as investiga-
tions of laser or microwave transitions, to give a phase-
sensitive signal enhancement. Furthermore, controlled
modulation of !H production may be combined with devel-
opments in cold atom manipulation (e.g., [32]), opening up
future new possibilities.
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